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NOTE! This Song was inspired by and Dedicated to His Royal Highness Edward, Prince of Wales

We consider this Song one of the Very Best of the Season. Friends who have heard it immediately say, "Why it's another 3 o'clock in the Morning". Others say it's another "Wonderful One"—2 of the biggest "Hits" ever written—so this comparison means we certainly have something exceptionally GOOD—we want you to hear it by Radio, at your Local Dealer, or next time you're near an Orchestra ASK THEM TO PLAY IT.

Won't you Come Back to Me

by Harry Polk Pringle

Tune in 'most anywhere anytime and no doubt you'll hear this Song as it's already a favorite at many of the BIGGEST RADIO STATIONS IN THE COUNTRY. Get a copy from your Local Dealer or direct from Will Rossiter.

Here's another very "catchy" little Song!
"Wont You Come Back to Me"

by Harry Polk Pringle

Free! To-day!
"Evenings At Home"

"Evenings At Home" is the best illustrated sheet music catalog of Popular Music ever published. It contains enough of the words and music of the choruses of songs, miniature reproduction of the titles page, and a little description of each number; also the words of one verse and chorus of each song, so you can tell after going over the pages carefully just what you want. It also contains a list of novelty Phonograph Records, Saxophone Music and Saxophone accessories. Also many other things of interest to the lovers of Popular Music. "Evenings At Home" is in itself a source of entertainment in itself different, and will be more than welcome by all who like to keep posted on what's doing in the Music and Radio World. In "Evenings At Home" you will find "just what you're looking for" and we feel you will become one of our best "Boomers", and know you'll tell your friends about it. "Evenings At Home" is free—but the postage is two cents, which you can enclose in your letter of request. Send today.

Will Rossiter, "The Chicago Publisher", 30 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

"Evenings at Home" is FREE but the Postage is 2 cents—Send To-day!
You Can Win With A Smile

By W. R. WILLIAMS
Writer of "Don't You Remember The Time"
"In The Land Where They Don't Say Goodbye"

Moderato

'Twas a wise old owl that said,
That we might as well be dead,
As to be out of way,
Seeds of kindness every day,
And the harvest we'll
date or out of style,
If we want to "sit in," With the reap in just a while,
For a true friend in need. Is a
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"Big game" to win, We must greet all you meet with a smile.
true friend indeed, So let's sweet en the world with a smile.

CHORUS

Though the clouds may be gray, They will soon roll away, And the sunshine will come peep-ing through;
So just cheer up and smile, For it's always worthwhile, Though sometimes we're weary and blue.
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It's the man with the pluck, Not the one with hard luck, Whom the world's glad to add to his pile, So dig in, do your best, put yourself to the test, All the rest you can win with a smile. Though the smile.
First Ballad “Hit” of The Year!
Greatest Quartet Song!
Since “Sweet Adeline”

WAITING FOR YOU

NOTE! We consider this song "Waiting for You" just about the most beautiful song written in many years. It's the kind that will live 'till the end of Time. The fact Stage & Radio Stars are singing it is positive proof that it's a "Hit". Send for a copy to-day, or better still get a copy from your town Dealer. It's a beautiful song for home. It's the "Favorite" waltz with the up-to-date Orchestras, so don't fail to have it played.

Sheet Music Song 30 cents.
Also Published in Quartet form 25c.
Also for 12 Saxophones and Piano 75 cents.

It's the “BIG” HIT of the Year!
Get It To-day!
Will Rossiter, 30 W. Lake St, Chicago
Successor to "Sweet Adeline"